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Chapter Overview
Introduce the Chapter
In this chapter, students learn
about the cuisines of South,
East, and Southeast Asia.
Students examine the variety
of ingredients in Northern
and Southern Indian dishes,
explore how the cuisines of
China, Japan and Korea reﬂect
balances of taste, texture, and
techniques, and learn how
the cuisines of nations in
Southeast Asia show a blend
of inﬂuences.

CHAPTER

50

Foods of South, East,
& Southeast Asia

Build Background
Ask students to list their favorite type of Asian food and
describe how the food is prepared. Then, ask students: Do
you know what country the
food or dish is from?

Explore
the Photo

Caption Answer Answers
will vary but may include
stir-fries, soy sauce and tofu
products, curries and curry
powder, and sushi.
Discussion Ask students:
What cooking methods are
commonly used in Asian
cuisine? (Answers will vary.
Students may say stir-frying,
steaming, and deep-frying.)

Writing Activity

Speech

Writing
Activity

T

he Value of Diversity Awareness In Chapter 49,
you wrote a persuasive essay on the value of learning about the cuisines of other countries and cultures.
Use that essay to write a two-minute speech on the
same topic. Rather than simply reading your essay
aloud, pull out the most relevant ideas and examples,
and organize them to create a speech.
Writing Tips Follow these steps to write a speech:
● Write your speech legibly on index cards.
● Write clear and direct sentences that are easy to
speak and understand.
● Include information and ideas that will captivate
your audience.
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This writing activity prompts
students to write a two-minute
speech based on the persuasive essay they wrote for
Chapter 49. Students should
time their speeches to ensure
they are two minutes long
when read aloud.
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Speech
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Activate
Prior
Knowledge

Activate Prior
Knowledge
Explore the Photo These
Peking duck pancakes with
hoisin sauce have native and
foreign cultural influences.
What Asian ingredients have
influenced U.S. cuisine?
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Reading Guide

CHAPTER

Before You Read

FOCUS

Preview Recall ingredients and flavors you may have tasted while eating
Asian food. As you read the chapter, see if any of them are mentioned.

Bell Ringer Activity

Read to Learn

Diversity of Asian
Cuisine

Key Concepts
●

●
●

50

Compare and contrast Northern Indian and Southern
Indian cuisine.
Describe popular dishes from China, Japan, and Korea.
Identify popular dishes from Laos, Thailand, Cambodia,
and Vietnam.

Obtain a variety of menus
from Indian, Thai, Chinese,
and Vietnamese restaurants.
Distribute the menus to students and ask them to identify the ingredients that play
a large role in each cuisine.
Ask students: What ingredients are common in two or
more cuisines? What ingredients are specific to each
cuisine? What cooking methods are commonly used in
the cuisines? What cooking
methods are specific to each
cuisine?

Main Idea
D The cuisines of South, East, and Southeast Asia are diverse,
vibrant, and flavorful, and include a variety of colorful
ingredients and tasty dishes.

Content Vocabulary
You will find definitions for these words in the glossary at the
back of this book.
■ curry
■ daikon
■ sushi
■ dal
■ hoisin
■ nori
■ chutney
■ dim sum
■ kimchi
■ tandoor
■ sashimi

Academic Vocabulary
You will find these words in your reading and on your tests. Use
the glossary to look up their definitions if necessary.
● tailor
● signature

Preteaching
Vocabulary
Read the deﬁnitions of each
vocabulary word aloud. Have
students write the word and
note next to it whether they
have experienced the item the
word refers to or not.

Graphic Organizer
As you read, use a graphic organizer like the one below to
list the Asian nations that make up South Asia, East Asia, and
Southeast Asia.
SOUTH ASIA

EAST ASIA

Graphic Organizer

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Graphic Organizer Go to connectED.mcgraw-hill.com to
download this graphic organizer.
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Before You Read
Point out to students that South Asia is sometimes called the Indian subcontinent and that
many elements of Indian cuisine are found
throughout the region, with national and
regional variations.
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(Students should list the countries that belong to each region
in their proper columns. The
South Asia column should
include: India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan,
and Sri Lanka. The East
Asia column should include
China, Mongolia, Japan,
and Korea. The Southeast
Asia column should include
Laos, Thailand, Cambodia,
Vietnam, Indonesia, and the
Philippines.)
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D Develop Concepts
Main Idea Discuss the main idea with students. Then, ask students: What nations are
found in South Asia? (Answers may include:
South Asia is home to India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, and Sri Lanka.)
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TEACH
Discussion Starter
Spicy, Sweet and Sour, or
Salty? Ask students: Would
you characterize Indian dishes
as predominantly spicy, sweet
and sour, or salty? Chinese
dishes? Vietnamese and
Indonesian dishes? What are
some reasons that the cuisines
from these different areas
have different characteristics?
(Answers will vary and may
include: Much of India and the
South Asian countries are hot
and the people like spicy food;
people in China and other
East Asian countries have
developed a tradition of balancing ﬂavors, such as something sweet with something
sour; Vietnam, Indonesia, and
other Southeast Asian countries are close to the sea and
feature a salty ﬁsh sauce in
their dishes.)

Cooks in Sri Lanka, for example, prepare curries and lentil dishes just as cooks in India do,
but they often use coconut oil instead of ghee
(clarified butter).

Cuisine of South Asia
South Asia centers on the
Indian subcontinent, home to
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Bhutan, and Sri Lanka.
South Asia is bordered by East
Asia to the east and Southeast
Asia. Figure 50.1 shows the
Indian subcontinent and surrounding Asian
countries.
India is the largest and most populous
country in South Asia, and many elements
of Indian cuisine are found throughout the
region, with national and regional variations.

Figure 50.1

Indian Ingredients
Farming is a major industry in South Asia.
The Indus and Ganges rivers deposit rich soil
in the central plains of Pakistan and India, and
in Bangladesh’s Ganges Delta. Southern India
and Sri Lanka have tropical climates. The geography of South Asia is ideal for growing rice,
wheat, legumes, chiles, coconuts, mangoes,
tamarinds, almonds, pistachios, and tea.

Asia

Cultural Influences Asia is the world’s largest continent. What is the
most influential cuisine in South Asia? Speculate why.

Bhutan
North Korea
Nepal
Mongolia

China
Pakistan

W1 Writing Support

Japan
South Korea

Speech
The Spice Trade Have
students use one Internet
resource and one book
resource (other than their
textbook) to research the
spices that are important to
Indian cuisine and how they
help to make the cuisine more
diverse. Ask students: What
spices commonly ﬂavor Indian
foods? How do spices help to
shape the cuisine? Tell students: Using your own words,
write a one-page summary
of your research. Pull out
the most relevant ideas and
examples, and organize them
to create a speech. (For tips on
writing a speech, see page 766.
Students should time their
speeches to ensure they are
three minutes long when read
aloud. Speeches should be
written clearly on index cards.
Speeches should give speciﬁc, well-supported reasons
for why spices help to make
Indian cuisine more diverse.)
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Taiwan

India

Hong Kong

Vietnam
Laos

Macao

The Philippines

Cambodia

The Maldives

Brunei

Sri Lanka
Bangladesh
Myanmar
Thailand

Indonesia

Malaysia
Singapore
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Mini Clip
Caption Answer Indian cuisine is the most
influential cuisine in South Asia. India is the
largest and most populous country here. It has
a long history and culinary traditions that have
influenced neighboring countries.
Discussion Ask students: Why is farming a
major industry in India? (Answers may include:
Because the Indus and Ganges Rivers deposit
rich soil.)

Reading: Another Point of
View
Emily M. Schell, EdD, educator and author,
discusses standards-based instruction.

CHAPTER
TEACH

50
cont.

W2 Writing Support
Summary

Tandoor
North Indian cuisine features many foods cooked in the tandoor,
which gives foods a rich, smoky flavor. Tandoor chicken, chicken
tikka, and naan (pictured here) are all cooked in a tandoor. What
two condiments are often served with Indian dishes?

W1

Cattle, sheep, and goats are raised in hilly
northern pastures. Oceans and rivers supply a
variety of seafood, especially in the south.
Indian cuisine is known for its creative
use of spices. Cinnamon, cumin, cardamom,
cloves, ginger, pepper, turmeric, garlic, cilantro, fenugreek, and mint are among the most
common herbs and spices. Garam masala is
a flavoring blend made by mixing and grinding whole seeds, pods, and buds. Indian cooks
have their own recipes for garam masala,
which they tailor, or adjust, for each dish.

Ingram Publishing/SuperStock

Indian Dishes
Indian dishes offer amazing variety, thanks
to the diversity of seasonings and ingredients.
India is renowned for its curries. A curry is
a dish of vegetables, legumes, and sometimes
meat in hot, highly seasoned sauces. Seafood
curries are popular in coastal areas. Dal (=d&l)
is a mixture or purée of legumes—mung beans,
garbanzo beans, split peas, and more—as well
as onions, chiles, and tomatoes.

Chutney is served with most meals.
Chutney is a zesty condiment made from fruit,
sugar, spices, and vinegar. Chutneys come in
mild, hot, and sweet varieties that often combine contrasting flavors, such as sweet peppers
with hot peppers or mangoes with pepper. A
yogurt condiment called raita often includes
cucumber, onion, mint, or garlic.

U Universal Access

Visual Learners
Learn About Tandoori Have students conduct
research about tandoori and using a tandoor
oven. Then, have them create a How-To pamphlet, using images, to explain what tandoori is
and to illustrate the proper technique for using a
tandoor oven to cook Indian tandoori dishes.

Explore the Photo

Northern Indian Dishes
Indian cuisine has many regional variations,
featuring different ingredients and recipes in
the south and the north.
Both bread and rice are common in Northern India. Both may be found in the same
meal. Naan, the traditional flatbread, is usually
leavened with yogurt. Naan is cooked in a
tandoor, a rounded, clay, charcoal-burning
oven. Chapati is an unleavened round bread
of whole-wheat flour and water. Breads serve
as a scoop for main dishes. Eating with the fingertips of the right hand is a traditional North
Indian custom.

Chapter 50 Foods of South, East, & Southeast Asia
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W2

Compare and Contrast Point
out to students that the term
chutney is an anglicized form
of the Hindi word chatni,
which means “to crush.”
Encourage students to learn
more about chutneys and how
they are made. Suggest that
they ﬁnd a recipe for a hot chutney and one for a mild or sweet
chutney. Have students analyze
the ingredients and preparation methods. Then, ask them
to write a one-page summary to
explain how the two chutneys
would differ in preparation, ﬂavor, texture, and appearance.
(Summaries will vary, but
students should demonstrate
knowledge of the differences
between the two chutney recipes. Have students share their
recipes and responses with
the class.)

Caption Answer Chutney,

U

769

a zesty condiment made
from fruit, sugar, spices, and
vinegar; and raita, made with
yogurt and often cucumber,
onion, mint, or garlic.
Discussion Ask students:
How is a salsa similar to a
chutney? (Answers will vary,
but may include: Chutneys
and salsa are both condiments, may contain some of
the same ingredients, and
come in mild, hot, and sweet
varieties that often combine
contrasting flavors.)

(A tandoori marinade may include: paprika,
3/11/15
4:01:18 AM
coriander, cumin, salt, black pepper,
sugar,
ginger, cinnamon, saffron, cayenne, and
yogurt. Tandoori refers to the method of
cooking foods in a tandoor oven. Foods that
are cooked tandoori may include: chicken,
lamb, shrimp.) ELL
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Main dishes in North India often include
meat. Murgh tikka masala is chicken kebabs
marinated in seasoned yogurt. Rogan josh is
lamb simmered in a yogurt sauce and served
over rice. Biryani is a casserole of meat sautéed in ghee, then cooked with rice and flavored with fried onions.
Desserts often feature sweetened dairy foods.
Cardamom, cinnamon, and nutmeg are often
used in sweet dishes. Northeastern India is
known for “burned milk” dishes such as sandesh. In this dish, condensed milk is cooked with
paneer, a firm yogurt cheese similar to ricotta.
Gajar halwa, a custard of grated carrots cooked
with milk and sugar, is garnished with raisins
and nuts. Shredded coconut is moistened with
condensed milk and wrapped around ground
pistachios to make coco pista pasand.

50
cont.

S1 Skill Practice
Guided Practice
Identify Ask students to identify one way South Indian cuisine differs from North Indian
cuisine. (Answers will vary,
but may include: South Indian
cooking has more vegetarian dishes than North Indian
cuisine; South Indian cooking
features more vegetables and
legumes than North Indian cuisine, and often substitutes sesame oil for ghee; South Indian
dishes tend to be spicier than
North Indian dishes.) L1
Create Have students use a
graphic organizer to illustrate
the differences between South
Indian cuisine and North
Indian cuisine. Ask students:
How are the two cuisines similar? (Organizers will vary, but
may include any of the differences listed above. Similarities
may include: North Indian and
South Indian desserts often
include sweetened dairy foods;
rice is common in both North
Indian and South Indian cuisines.) L2 ELL
Apply Have students write
one or two paragraphs in
which they describe a complete, healthful South Indian
meal. Ask students: How does
South Indian cuisine differ
from North Indian cuisine?
(Paragraphs will vary, but
should answer the above questions and be well organized.
An example of a complete
South Indian meal: Aloo gobhi
matar, dosa, rice, tamarind
sauce, and coconut sauce,
followed by sweetened dairy
foods..) L3

Southern Indian Dishes
S1

South Indian cooking has more vegetarian
dishes than North Indian cuisine. Many devout
Hindus follow a vegetarian diet. South Indian
cooking features more vegetables and legumes
than North Indian cuisine, and often substitutes

List What are three
characteristics of Southern Indian cooking
that distinguish it from Northern Indian
cooking?

Salty Soy Sauce
In addition to adding flavor to a variety of Asian
cuisines, soy sauce may also add nutritional
benefits. For example, one study showed that
Chinese dark soy sauce is extremely high in antioxidants, and can help prevent cardiovascular
disease. This is good news for health-conscious
consumers. However, consumers who follow a
low-sodium diet should think twice before slathering their food with soy sauce, because it can
be very high in sodium. Although it is impossible
to make soy sauce without using some salt, lowsodium varieties are offered at most supermarkets and restaurants.
Challenge Find out the difference in
sodium content between regular and lowsodium soy sauce. How much of the daily recommended value for sodium is in one
serving of each variety?
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Cuisine of East Asia
The cuisines of China, Mongolia, Japan,
and Korea feature a balance of flavors, textures, and techniques. Something sweet may
be balanced with something sour, or salty.
Despite some similarities, however, Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean cuisines each have distinctive ingredients and dishes.

China
Chinese cuisine involves a mix of different
styles. Different cultural groups and geographic
regions contribute varying ingredients and
techniques. Szechuan in the south is known
for its hot, peppery dishes, for example, while
Shandong in the east is known for its many
seafood recipes.

Unit 10 Global Foods

Answer Answers will vary depending on the
varieties chosen. Generally, light soy sauce will
have at least half of the sodium or less than
regular soy sauce.
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sesame oil for ghee. Aloo gobhi matar, a dish
made of cauliflower, potatoes, peas, and tomatoes, is fried in a heavy mixture of cumin, coriander, turmeric, and red pepper flakes.
Rice is the staple grain in the south. Parboiled rice and soaked beans are ground to
make the batter for dosa. These large, crisp
crepes are filled and rolled. Filling is often
spiced potatoes, another staple starch. A special
meal might include puffy, deep-fried rounds of
bread called poori. Sauces often accompany
meals. Popular sauces include tamarind sauce,
mint sauce, and coconut sauce.
South Indian dishes tend to be spicier than
North Indian dishes. Chiles are used abundantly and are often paired with coconut milk.
Shrimp simmered in coconut milk and curry
powder, served over rice, is typical of southern
coastal Indian cuisine.
Just as in Northern India, South Indian desserts often include sweetened dairy foods. You
may also find colorful fruit salads of pears,
bananas, melons, and grapes, sometimes
served with honey and orange juice and garnished with nuts.

List Southern Indian cooking
has more vegetarian dishes,
features more vegetables and
legumes, and tends to be
spicier than Northern Indian
cooking.

S1
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S2 Skill Practice
Guided Practice

Sweet and Spicy
Many Chinese dishes feature richly seasoned sauces over vegetables
and meat, poultry, or seafood. Hoisin sauce, sometimes called Chinese
barbecue sauce, gives foods a sweet, salty, and slightly spicy flavor.
What are the uses of soy in Chinese cooking?

Chinese Ingredients

Purestock/SuperStock

S2

Chinese farmers supply almost all of the
food needs of China’s 1.3 billion residents.
Vegetables and long-grain rice are the mainstays of Chinese cooking. Onions, scallions,
broccoli, spinach, cabbage, eggplant, peppers,
green beans, bean sprouts, and mushrooms are
used in many recipes. Carrots, daikon (a large
white radish with a mild flavor), and other root
vegetables are also common. Pork, chicken,
beef, and duck have been popular meats since
the second century BCE. Lamb is popular in the
far north of the country. Fish is usually served
whole with the head and tail on. Diners pull
pieces from the whole fish with chopsticks.
Meals in China are typically served family style, and each diner is given his or her
own bowl of rice. Wheat is a common grain
in North China, while rice is more common in
South China. Preserved and pickled food are
popular in North China because winters make
growing seasons short.
Wheat, rice flour, and bean starch are used
to make noodles and dumplings. Soybeans

are the base of soy sauce, a staple seasoning. The Chinese are credited with inventing
tofu, which they use in both savory and sweet
dishes. Mushrooms provide both texture and
flavor.
Chinese condiments add sweetness and
spice. In addition to soy sauce, cooks use plum
sauce, oyster sauce, and hoisin sauce, a thick,
sweet and salty paste made with fermented
soy, chiles, vinegar, and garlic. Black and red
beans and dried shrimp are also mashed into
seasoning pastes. Spicy Chinese mustard is S
used alone or mixed with other condiments. 2
Sesame and peanut oil are used in stir fries to
give foods a slightly nutty flavor.
Stir-frying is a typical cooking method
in China. Steaming and deep-frying are also
common. Some foods are deep-fried first to
develop a crispy crust, then steamed to finish
cooking.
Unlike many other cuisines, Chinese cuisine
shows little outside influence. Different styles
developed in different regions within China,
often using the same basic ingredients.

Chapter 50 Foods of South, East, & Southeast Asia
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Mini Clip

Caption Answer Soybeans are used to make

ELL: Content Vocabulary

soy sauce and hoisin sauce, and in tofu.
Discussion Ask students: What are some
other condiments and spices that give Chinese
foods their sweetness and spiciness? (Answers
will vary, but may include: soy sauce, oyster
sauce, black and red beans, dried shrimp,
Chinese mustard, and sesame and peanut oils.)

A teacher provides students with
opportunities to practice their academic
vocabulary.

List In one sentence, ask students to list ﬁve vegetables that
are the foundation of foods in
Chinese cuisine. (Answers will
vary, but may include: onions,
scallions, broccoli, spinach,
cabbage, eggplant, peppers,
green beans, bean sprouts, and
mushrooms.) L1
Create Ask students to create a chart illustrating the
foods that are the foundation
of Chinese cuisine, including
vegetables, meats, and grains.
Ask students: How do these
foods get much of their sweetness and spiciness? (Charts will
vary, but may include the following vegetables: onions, scallions, broccoli, spinach, cabbage, eggplant, peppers, green
beans, bean sprouts, mushrooms, carrots, and daikon.
Meats: pork, chicken, beef,
duck, lamb, and ﬁsh. Grains:
rice, wheat, wheat rice ﬂour,
and bean starch used to make
noodles and dumplings, soybeans used to make soy sauce
and tofu. Chinese cuisine gets
its sweetness and spice from a
variety of condiments, including soy sauce, plum sauce, and
hoisin sauce.) L2
Describe Have students imagine that they want to prepare
an authentic Chinese meal
for a friend. Ask students to
write one or two paragraphs
in which they describe a complete, healthful meal that takes
advantage of the mainstays of
Chinese cooking. Ask students:
How will the dishes be prepared? What ingredients will
be used in each dish? What
cooking method will you use?
How can you ensure that the
dish is healthful? (Paragraphs
will vary, but should answer
the above questions and be
well organized.) L3
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S1 Skill Practice
Guided Practice

772

Hot Pot
Dim sum is traditional Chinese food, such as dumplings and rice balls,
that is served in small portions. Dim sum is often served in bamboo
steamers. Does rice grow in North China? Why or why not?

South Coastal Chinese Dishes
Cantonese cuisine is influenced by the tropical climate and an abundant supply of fresh
food, especially seafood.
Cantonese foods are mildly seasoned and
lightly cooked. They are often steamed or stirfried. Bass steamed with ginger, onion, and soy
sauce is a popular dish. Spring rolls, which are
similar to egg rolls but smaller and more delicate, are popular. Buddha’s delight, a stir-fried
medley of carrots, mushrooms, snow peas,
water chestnuts, and other vegetables, may
S1
be tossed with noodles or bean curd sticks.
Almonds and peanuts are often added.
Cantonese cuisine is also known for dim
sum, bite-size dishes eaten at tea or between
courses of a banquet. Dim sum morsels are
meant to delight the eye as well as the tongue
C with their artistry and variety. A tray may
include small plates of steamed dumplings
filled with meat or vegetables, deep-fried
sesame balls, custard tarts, and fried chicken
feet flavored with star anise and ginger.
772

North Chinese and Mongolian Dishes
Natural resources are scarcer in North
China than elsewhere in the country. Because
this region is dry, wheat and millet, rather than
rice, grow here. Cabbage is the main vegetable.
Much of the food in North China is prepared
simply. Noodle soups are made with sliced
meat and vegetables, grilled lamb or mutton,
and a minimum of seasoning.
Beijing, the capital of China, has a cuisine that is simple but refined. Peking duck is
the most famous dish of the north. This dish,
which takes two days to prepare, is duck that is
moist inside, with crispy, golden skin outside.
Peking duck is coated with a honey mixture
and hung until the skin is dry and hard; then
it is roasted. Another specialty is called Lotus
buns or Beijing flower rolls, steamed dumplings filled with minced green onion and ham.
Cooking at the dining table is a specialty in
Northern China and neighboring Mongolia. To
make Mongolian Hot Pot, a cook sets a special
brass vessel on the table, fills it with broth,

©Corbis

Identify Ask students to
identify the characteristics
of Cantonese cooking. In one
sentence, students should
identify these characteristics, including the two cooking methods often used in
Cantonese cuisine. (Answers
will vary, but may include:
Cantonese cooking often
incorporates fresh foods, especially seafood, mild seasoning, and light cooking, such as
steaming or stir-frying.) L1
Create Have students use a
graphic organizer to describe
three dishes that are popular
in Cantonese cuisine. Ask students: What are the charcteristics of Cantonese cooking?
(Answers will vary, but popular dishes may include: Bass
steamed with ginger, onion,
and soy sauce; spring rolls,
which are similar to egg rolls
but smaller and more delicate;
Buddha’s delight, a stir-fried
medley of carrots, mushrooms, snow peas, water chestnuts, and other vegetables.
Cantonese cooking often incorporates fresh foods, especially
seafood, mild seasoning, and
light cooking, such as steaming or stir-frying.) L2 ELL
Apply Have students imagine
that they are planning a dim
sum party. Ask students to
write one or two paragraphs
in which they describe what
dim sum is and come up with
their own ideas for dim sum
delights they want to serve
at the party. (Paragraphs will
vary, but should answer the
above questions and be well
organized.) L3

Unit 10 Global Foods

C Critical Thinking
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Evaluate Dim Sum Read students the following scenario: Your friend Penelope tells you
that she just had lunch at a dim sum tea parlor.
She tells you that she ate as much as she could
because it tasted so good, and besides, “dim
sum is steamed, so it is very healthful.” Ask students: Is Penelope correct in her assumption?
Why or why not? (Answers will vary but students may say that not all dim sum is steamed,
some dim sum is pan fried or deep fried, which
is not healthful at all.)

Explore the Photo
Caption Answer No, the climate is too dry.
Wheat and millet are grown instead.
Discussion Ask students: How is a hotpot
similar to a fondue? How are they different?
(Answers will vary, but may include: Both are
communal dishes that are cooked at the dining table where diners drop or dip food into a
heated pot. Fondue typically features heated
cheese, while hotpots use heated oil. Fondue
coats the food, hotpots cook food.)
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and brings the liquid to a boil. Diners drop
wafer-thin slices of meat (lamb, beef, fish, and
poultry) and vegetables into the boiling broth
and retrieve them with chopsticks when they
are cooked. They then dip the slices of meat in
a selection of condiments and eat it.

Central and Western Chinese Dishes
The cooking of the Szechuan, Hunan, and
Yunnan provinces is famous for intense seasoning. The traits of chiles and sesame oil are used
frequently, as is the Szechuan peppercorn. Su
ch’un chuan are crisply fried vegetarian spring
rolls served with sweet and sour sauce. Carp
from the Yellow River is served with bean sauce
or sweet and sour sauce. Hot and sour soup
made with tofu, pork, and black mushrooms
is a specialty. Kung pao chicken is made with
diced chicken, peanuts, and chili peppers.

East Coastal Chinese Dishes
In Hangchow, Soochow, and Shanghai,
dishes are marked by a careful blend of sweet
and sour flavors. Cooks prepare steamed dumplings and thick round noodles. Seafood and
fish from the Yangtze River are used in many
recipes. A rice dish called juk often accompanies meals. Many dishes are braised, and the
signature, or specialty, sauce is a rich brown
sauce. Bird’s nest soup comes from this area.

Japan
Japan has four large islands and about
3,000 small islands. The islands are mountainous. Only twelve to fifteen percent of the land
is fertile enough for raising crops. The climate
varies from cold in the north to very hot in the
south. Foods from the sea, including seafood
and sea vegetables, play a large role in Japanese
cuisine.
Japanese cuisine is known for its emphasis
on the quality of its ingredients and delicacy of
its preparation. It features native ingredients and
techniques, as well as influences from nations
near and far. Beautiful visual presentation is an
important part of traditional Japanese cuisine.
Presentation is marked by simplicity, subtlety,
and seasonality. Because of the limited land,
eating foods that are in season is a necessity.
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Japanese Ingredients
The soybean is essential to Japanese cuisine. Soy was brought from China by Buddhist
monks in the seventh century. Soy sauce is a
primary seasoning ingredient. Tofu is sautéed,
broiled, and deep-fried for use in dishes. Miso,
a fermented bean paste, comes in a variety
of flavors and colors. It flavors and thickens
broths, marinades, sauces, and salad dressings.
A simple broth made from miso is considered
a refreshing start to a meal. Raw soybeans,
called edamame, are also used creatively.
The Japanese harvest fish, shellfish, and sea
vegetables, and cultivate rice, soybeans, fruit,
and mushrooms. Rice is a staple in Japan, as it
is throughout Asia.
Though noodles originated in China, they
are an essential part of Japanese cuisine. There
are four popular types of noodles: soba, made
of buckwheat; udon, made from wheat flour;
soma, very thin noodles made from wheat;
and somen, wheat noodles made by repeatedly pulling and stretching dough.

TEACH

Guided Practice
S2

Commercial Fishing Technology
Overfishing is a major environmental problem.
It results in a decline in fish populations, the
possible extinction of certain species, the death
of accidentally caught marine animals, and the
destruction of marine ecosystems. Japan is the
world’s biggest consumer of ocean fish. Commercial fishers in Japan catch as many as five million tons of fish each year. Some species, such as
bluefin tuna, are so overfished they are at risk of
becoming extinct. In an effort to fish more conservatively, Japan has scaled back on the technology that made it possible to catch so many fish.
It has reduced the size of its fleet of commercial
fishing boats by a quarter, and also reduced the
number of its factory ships.
Get Involved How have modern commercial fishing boats and factory ships made it easier
for people to catch and sell large quantities of
fish? Write your findings in a paragraph.

TECHNOLOGY
FOR TOMORROW

cont.

S2 Skill Practice

TECHNOLOGY
FOR TOMORROW
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Answer Paragraphs will vary, but
should note that commercial fishing boats are
specially designed to catch large quantities of
fish. They may use trawl nets or thousands of
baited hooks attached to a single line. Factory
ships are equipped not only for catching fish,
but for processing and preparing them for sale,
and for storing them.

Identify In one sentence, ask
students to identify the ingredient that is essential to Japanese
cooking and explain when and
how it got to Japan. (Answers
may include: The soybean is
essental to Japanese cooking.
Soy was brought from China
by Buddhist monks in the seventh century.) L1
Explain Ask students to write
one or two paragraphs in which
they identify the ingredient that
is essential to Japanese cooking, explain when and how it
got to Japan, and explain how
it is used in Japanese cuisine.
Ask students: Who is credited
with inventing tofu? (Answers
may include: The soybean is
essntial to Japanese cooking.
Soy was brought from China by
Buddhist monks in the seventh
century. Soy sauce is a primary
seasoning ingredient. Tofu, or
curds made from processed
soybeans, is sautéed, broiled,
and deep-fried for use in dishes.
Miso, a fermented bean paste,
comes in a variety of ﬂavors and
colors. It ﬂavors and thickens
broths, marinades, sauces, and
salad dressings. Raw soybeans,
called edamame, are also used
creatively. The Chinese are credited with inventing tofu.) L2
Apply Ask students to write
a paragraph in which they
describe how the geographical features of Japan inﬂuence
the ingredients and dishes in
its cuisine. Ask students: What
are some important elements
of Japanese cuisine? What
ingredients are characteristic
of Japanese cuisine? Why is
soy particularly important?
(Paragraphs will vary, but may
include any of the information from the above answers.
Paragraphs should answer the
above questions and be well
organized.) L3
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1 Reading Strategy
Create Menu Content Ask
students to imagine they are
designing a menu for a new
Japanese restaurant. Tell students: The owner has asked
you to include an introductory
section describing the cuisine
for customers who might not
be familiar with Japanese
food. Have students use the
information in their text to
write one or two paragraphs
describing Japanese cuisine,
noting common ingredients
and dishes. (Common ingredients include soy, ﬁsh, sea vegetables, fruit, mushrooms, and
rice. Common dishes include:
Kobe beef, a tender and ﬂavorful variety of meat; sukiyaki, uniformly thin slices of
seasoned beef and vegetables;
and teriyaki, small, marinated
pieces of chicken or ﬁsh that
are grilled or broiled. In addition, tempura, batter fried vegetable and ﬁsh morsels, and
sashimi, raw ﬁsh and shellﬁsh,
are popular.)

Sushi
Sushi is a Japanese culinary art. Chefs learn special techniques
for presenting sashimi, rice, and vegetables artistically. They
also learn how to make sure that the raw fish and seafood is
safe to eat. How else is fish often served in Japan?

R1

ASSESS
Quiz
Ask students to answer the following questions:
1. What is dal, and in what
region of Asia is it popular?
(Dal is a mixture or purée
of legumes—mung beans,
garbanzo beans, splitpeas, and more—as well as
onions, chiles, and tomatoes that is served as a side
dish or part of a main dish
in Indian cuisine, which is
located in South Asia.)
2. Deﬁne daikon. (A daikon is
a large white radish with a
mild ﬂavor that is common
in Chinese cuisine.)
3. In what cuisine is dim sum
common? (Dim sum is
common in Cantonese
cuisine.)

774

The Japanese are famous for Kobe beef,
a particularly tender and flavorful variety of
meat from cattle raised on a special diet in
Kobe, Japan. Traditionally, meat in Japanese
dishes is cut into small pieces and then grilled.
Sukiyaki consists of uniformly thin slices of
seasoned beef and vegetables that are quickly
grilled, sometimes at the table. Its counterpart,
teriyaki, is small, marinated slices of chicken or
fish that are grilled or broiled to a shiny glaze.
Japanese dishes use a variety of mushrooms. Shiitake, oyster, and enoki mushrooms
are cultivated in Japan.
Foods from the sea are featured in many
of the country’s dishes. Fish is often cooked
whole, with the skin on, to keep the flesh
moist. Tuna is dried into bonito flakes to make
dashi, a stock for soup or for flavoring other
dishes. Tempura is a dish of crisp, batter-fried
vegetable and fish morsels. Fish and shellfish
are also served raw with condiments, such as
in the dish sashimi. Sushi is the name of the
vinegar-dressed rice that is combined with
sashimi or rolled in nori (seaweed wrapper).
774

Fruit is often a simple dessert. Citrus fruits
like kumquats, a bitter orange called daidai,
and a small seedless orange called mikan are
prized. Persimmons are also widely eaten.

R1

North and South Korea
Korea occupies a peninsula between China
and Japan. The peninsula is currently divided
into two countries: the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea, better known as North
Korea, and the Republic of Korea, better known
as South Korea.
Korean cuisine is based largely on rice,
vegetables, fish, seaweed, and tofu. Korea is
renowned for a traditional dish called kimchi,
made by a unique process of preserving vegetables by fermentation. Cabbage, daikon
radish, or cucumbers are seasoned with salt,
pepper, garlic, and chiles, and packed with
water into jars. The mix is then left until the
vegetables ferment. Kimchi is served as a side
dish or cooked into soups and rice dishes.
Traditionally, Koreans would make enough
kimchi to last throughout winter.

R2
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Caption Answer In Japan, fish is cooked
whole, with the skin on; dried into flakes to flavor other dishes; and batter-fried as tempura.
Discussion Ask students: How else do the
Japanese serve and eat raw fish? (Fish and
shellfish are also served raw with condiments
in the dish sashimi.)
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Chiles and peppers season most Korean
dishes. Garlic, soy sauce, salt, and ginger are
also used. Sesame seeds are used toasted, as
oil, and as a paste. Abalone, crayfish, scallops,
clams, shrimp, squid, and octopus are among
the Korean seafood dishes cooked with noodles or rice.
Korean barbecue is known as bulgogi. For
bulgogi, diners grill their own paper-thin slices
of beef on a small grill in the middle of the dining table and then dip it in a hot pepper sauce.
The meat is marinated with a mixture of soy
sauce, sugar, and other ingredients before it is
cooked.
Desserts is often tteok, a chewy rice cake
sweetened with bean paste. Hangwa is a candy
made of flour, sugar, and fruit.

R2

Identify What
ingredient is essential to cuisine in Japan, and
how did it get there?

Copyright © FoodCollection

Spring Rolls
Spring rolls are similar to Chinese egg rolls but
more delicate. In some cuisines, spring rolls are
served deep-fried and crispy. In others, they
are served steamed and soft. What seasoning
is widely used in the cooking of Laos, Thailand,
Cambodia, and Vietnam?

Cuisine of Southeast
Asia
Southeast Asia is south of
China and east of India. This
diverse area includes a peninsula and thousands of islands
with fascinating cuisines.

Identify The soybean is essential
to cuisine in Japan. Soy was
brought to Japan from China by
Buddhist monks in the seventh
century.

R

The cuisines of Laos, Thailand, Cambodia,
and Vietnam feature fresh, intense flavors
with vivid herbs and spices. The most important seasoning in the region is fish sauce, an
intensely flavored, salty sauce made from fermented fish. It is called nam pla in Thailand
and nuoc nam in Vietnam.
In Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam, cooks often
wrap ingredients in leaves. For example, ground
pork is seasoned with herbs and spices, grilled,
and served wrapped in crisp lettuce leaves.
Thai food features colorful green, yellow,
and red curries made with fish, pork, duck, and
vegetables. Thai cuisine is centered around the
idea of balancing five flavors: spicy hot, sour,
sweet, salty, and bitter. Rice is the featured
grain, and Jasmine rice is native to Thailand.
Key spices are lemongrass, basil garlic, and ginger. Spring rolls are made with soft rice papers
wrapped around crab, pork, mushrooms, bean
threads, and bean sprouts. A favorite dessert in
Thailand is kha ya khoo, green tea ice cream.
Vietnam’s national dish is pho, a beef and
noodle soup. Pho is often served for breakfast. Another regional specialty is chao tom.
A length of sugarcane stalk is peeled, coated
with a layer of pounded shrimp, and grilled. It
is dipped in a fish-based sauce and served with
fried shrimp wafers. Nuoc man, a fish sauce,
is used in many dishes. Soy sauce is also used.
Fried bananas on custard is a typical Vietnamese dessert.
Wild mushrooms grow in Laos, where
the national dish is larb, a meat salad made
with meat and ground toasted rice mixed with
minced chili peppers, mint, and vegetables,
and seasoned with fish sauce and lime.

Explore the Photo
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RETEACH
2 Reading Strategy
Chart Have students create
a chart similar to the graphic
organizer in the Chapter 50
Reading Guide, page 767. Ask
students to include ﬁve boxes
in their chart, with one box for
each paragraph in the section
titled North and South Korea.
Boxes should be labeled:
Korean Countries, Korean
Cuisine, Korean Seasonings,
Korean Barbecue, and Korean
Desserts. Tell students to read
the section titled North and
South Korea and take notes
in their chart as they read.
(Students’ charts will vary and
should include details from
each of the ﬁve paragraphs.)

Laos, Thailand, Cambodia,
and Vietnam

Chapter 50 Foods of South, East, & Southeast Asia
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Caption Answer Fish sauce, an intensely fla-

One-Page Research
Summary
Vietnamese Cuisine Ask
students: What do you know
about Vietnamese cuisine?
What are the characteristics
of cooking in Vietnam? What
important seasonings does
the cuisine use? Tell students:
Use one Internet resource and
one book resource (other than
your textbook) to research the
Vietnamese cuisine. Using your
own words, write a one-page
summary of your research.
(A sample student report might
include the following information: Vietnamese cooking is
known for using ﬁsh sauce,
soy sauce, rice, fruits and
vegetables. Common spices
include lemongrass, lime and
kafﬁr lime leaves. Vegetarian
dishes are common in Vietnam
because of the inﬂuence of
Buddhist beliefs. Commonly
used meats include pork, beef,
chicken, and shrimp.)

vored, salty sauce made from fermented fish.
Discussion Ask students: What ingredients
are in spring rolls? (Spring rolls are made with
soft rice papers wrapped around crab, pork,
mushrooms, bean threads, and bean sprouts.)
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CHAPTER
ASSESS

Online Study Tools
Send students to connectED.
mcgraw-hill.com for
Homework, Reteaching, and
Enrichment activities.

Chapter Review
Have students complete
the Chapter 50 Review and
Applications.
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Indonesia spans more than 15,000 islands
in the Pacific Ocean covering nearly 800,000
square miles. The major islands are Java,
Bali, Borneo, Sumatra, and Celebes. Indonesia
crosses the equator and lies between Australia
and the Asian mainland. Turmeric, cloves, nutmeg, mace, and cinnamon thrive in this tropical zone. Fruits such as oranges, mandarins,
grapefruits, mangoes, bananas, pineapples,
papayas, avocados, and coconuts are plentiful.
Coffee is a major crop.
A condiment unique to Indonesia and other
parts of Southeast Asia is a soy sauce called
ketjap manis. It is thick, syrupy, and sweet
because sugar is added. Other typical seasonings include coconut, lemongrass, shrimp
paste, and chiles.

The cuisine of the Philippines shows a
blend of influences, including native Malay
influences and Chinese and Spanish influences from the colonial era. Rice is eaten at
most meals, and seafood is the most important
ingredient. Kinilaw is fish preserved in a
vinegar-and-salt mixture.
Filipino noodles, called pansit, are made
with rice flour and typically sautéed with
garlic. Lumpia are spring rolls dipped in a
soy sauce, vinegar, and garlic mixture. The
main vegetables used are sweet potatoes,
tomatoes, cabbage, and eggplant. Spanish
influence shows in dishes such as paellas,
Spanish sausage, and tortas. Coconuts, tomatoes, and bananas are frequent additions to
meals.
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Beef and Broccoli with Hoisin Sauce
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CLOSE
Keep a Food Journal Ask
students to imagine that they
are on a vacation in a country
or countries in South or East
Asia. Have students write two
weeks worth of journal entries
describing the foods that they
enjoyed on the trip. Have
students share their journal
entries with the class.

Ingredients
3 Tbsp. Soy sauce
1 Tbsp. Peanut butter
1 Tbsp. Honey
1 Tbsp. Rice vinegar
1 tsp. Minced garlic
2 tsp. Canola oil
¼ tsp. Black pepper
1 Pound Lean beef, sliced thin
1 Pound Broccoli
2 cups Rice

Served with rice,
this is a complete,
low-calorie dinner
that is high in fiber
and antioxidants.

Directions

Yield 6 servings

1. In a small bowl, mix the soy sauce, peanut butter, honey, rice vinegar,
minced garlic, and black pepper. Mix briskly and chill for at least one hour.
2. Put the rice in a pot and pour in four cups of water. Bring to a boil, reduce
to a simmer and let the rice cook, covered for 20 minutes on low.
3. In a large skillet or wok, stir fry the beef in the canola oil until browned on
all sides. Add the broccoli and continue stir-frying until it is tender-crisp.
4. Add the sauce and mix with the broccoli and beef until the sauce is
warmed through.
5. Serve over the rice.

Nutrition Analysis
per Serving
■ Calories
383
16 g
■ Total fat
Saturated fat
6g
Cholesterol
66 mg
395 mg
■ Sodium
33 g
■ Carbohydrate
Dietary fiber
3g
Sugars
4g
26 g
■ Protein
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Recipe Prep Tip The sauce can be prepared
one or two days ahead and refrigerated until
it is time to use it. You can buy any type of
lean beef for this recipe, if you’re able to slice
it yourself for students’ use. Particularly tough
meat may be less appealing unless marinated
before use.
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Content and Academic
Vocabulary Review
1. Students should create a
ﬁll-in-the-blank sentence
for each of the content and
academic vocabulary words.
Sentences should contain
enough information to help
determine the missing word.

After You Read
Chapter Summary
The cuisines of South, East, and Southeast Asia are diverse, vibrant, and flavorful, and include a variety of colorful ingredients and tasty dishes. The cuisine in
South Asia features many elements of Indian cooking, including common Indian
ingredients and popular Northern and Southern Indian dishes. East Asia includes
China, Japan, and Korea. The cuisine in this region features a balance of tastes,
textures, and techniques, but each nation has its own distinctive ingredients and
dishes. Southeast Asia includes Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia,
and the Philippines. The cuisines of these nations show a blend of influences.

Review Key Concepts

Content and Academic Vocabulary Review
1. Create a fill-in-the-blank sentence for each of these content and academic
vocabulary words. The sentence should contain enough information to help
determine the missing word.
Content Vocabulary
■ curry (p. 769)
■ dal (p. 769)
■ chutney (p. 769)
■ tandoor (p. 769)
■ daikon (p. 771)
■ hoisin (p. 771)

■
■
■
■
■

dim sum (p. 772)
sashimi (p. 774)
sushi (p. 774)
nori (p. 774)
kimchi (p. 774)

Academic Vocabulary
tailor (p. 769)
● signature (p. 773)
●

Review Key Concepts
2. Compare and contrast Northern Indian cuisine and Southern Indian cuisine.
3. Describe popular dishes from China, Japan, and Korea.
4. Identify popular dishes from Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam.

Critical Thinking
5. Describe how spices have the power to make cuisine diverse, and give
examples.
6. Explain how spiritual beliefs can influence the cuisine in an entire region,
and give one example.
7. Infer at least one reason why Chinese cuisine, unlike other cuisines,
shows little outside influence.
8. List three advantages of cooking at the table in a hot pot.
9. Identify one reason why Japan is the world’s largest consumer of seafood,
and explain your reasoning.
10. Explain why Javier, a resident of Spain, ate food while on vacation in
Southeast Asia and said, “Mmm…this reminds me of home!”
Chapter 50 Review & Applications
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2. North and South Indian cuisines vary widely because of
diﬀerent ingredients available
in the two regions. Bread and
rice are common in Northern
India, where breads like naan
and chapati are used as a
scoop for main dishes. South
Indian cooking has more
vegetarian dishes because
of a larger Hindu population that follows a vegetarian
diet. Where the cooking fat of
choice in the north is ghee,
sesame oil is preferred in the
south. Rice is the staple grain
in the south. South Indian
dishes tend to be spicier than
those in the north. Sweetened
dairy foods are featured deserts in both regions.
3. Popular dishes from each
region may include: China:
bass steamed with ginger,
onion and soy sauce; spring
rolls, thin sheets of egg
dough wrapped around fresh
vegetables and deep fried;
Peking duck, a duck that
is moist inside with crispy,
golden skin outside; and
Mongolian Hot Pot, a special
brass cooking vessel filled
with broth that diners use
to cook wafer-thin pieces of
meat and vegetables.

Japan: Sukiyaki, uniformly thin slices of
4. Popular dishes include colorful curries
its appearance markedly. Therefore, an
4/19/16 2:45:56
PM
seasoned beef and vegetables quickly
made with ﬁsh, pork, duck, and vegabundance
of spices can lead to a diverse
grilled; and sushi and sashimi, raw ﬁsh
etables, as well as vivid herbs and spices,
cuisine. For example, two curries, both
and shellﬁsh served with condiments.
spring rolls made with soft rice papers and
made with potatoes and peas, may taste
Sushi is wrapped with rice, sashimi is not.
meat or vegetable ﬁllings, beef and noodle
radically diﬀerent due to the spices used
Korea: Kimchi, a traditional dish made by
soup known as pho, and grilled sugarcane
in each.
a unique process of preserving vegetables
stalk and pounded shrimp.
6. Spiritual beliefs held by many people in
by fermentation; and tteok, a chewy rice
one region will inﬂuence the cuisine of that
Critical Thinking
cake sweetened with bean paste and eaten
region, because the people who shape the
5. Answers may vary slightly, but should
as a dessert.
cuisine are shaped by their beliefs.
note that changing the spices added to a
dish, without changing its other ingredients, can alter its taste and, in some cases,
777
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7. Reasons may vary. For example, one reason that Chinese
cuisine shows little outside
inﬂuence may be its size. As
the world’s biggest nation, it
may have been less susceptible to complete colonization
by other nations, and therefore
its cuisine less inﬂuenced by
other nations and cultures.
8. Lists will vary, but should demonstrate critical thinking and
logic. For example, advantages
to cooking at the table in this
style include: diners have control over the degree to which
their food is cooked; and food
can be eaten immediately after
it is cooked, resulting in a fresh,
hot taste.
9. Reason may vary slightly, but
should be well supported with
logical reasoning. For example,
one reason that Japan is the
world’s largest consumer of
seafood is geography.
10. Javier must have been eating in the Philippines, where
cuisine retains a Spanish inﬂuence from the colonial era.

11. Each lab team should discuss
their answers to the questions
above and share them with
the class. Answers will vary
depending on the food and
culture. For example, visual presentation is an important part
of Japanese cuisine. Uniformly
thin slices of teriyaki chicken
might be arranged in an orderly
row and served atop a bed of
rice, which may contrast with
the typical American style of
mixing foods together before
serving. This may illustrate that
the Japanese culture values
aesthetic appeal in its cuisine.

CHAPTER
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11. Traditional
Serving Styles
Foods in the cuisines of South,
East, and Southeast Asia are often served in a particular style or arrangment to maximize
their appeal.
Procedure Learn how a particular dish
described in the chapter is traditionally served. Demonstrate this technique
for the class. If possible, use authentic
foods, serving pieces, and table settings.
Analysis Discuss how this method
of serving compares to that used in
typical American meals. How do you
think this way of serving reflects the
culture’s philosophy of cooking or
sharing meals?

778

13. Menu Interpretation Obtain a menu from a
restaurant that serves cuisine from one of the
countries described in the chapter. For example, you may use a menu from an restaurant
that serves Indian food. Choose five unfamiliar terms from the menu that are related to
dishes, such as korma and vindaloo. Use the
Internet to research what the terms mean.
Find out how they are made and what ingredients they are made of. Explain the terms to
the class.

Real-World Skills
ProblemSolving
Skills

14. Avoiding Meat Pia wants to share her Indian culture with her date,
a strict vegetarian, by taking him out to dinner for some Indian food.
Their community has two Indian restaurants. One specializes in Southern Indian cuisine. The other specializes in Northern Indian cusine.
Which restaurant should Pia take her date to and why?

Interpersonal
and
Collaborative
Skills

15. Country Study Follow your teacher’s instructions to form groups.
Work together to research a country in South, East, or Southeast Asia
that has been assigned to your group. Create a posterboard display to
educate others about the country’s history, geography, culture, and
aspects of its cuisine, including some that are not mentioned in the
chapter.

Financial
Literacy
Skills

16. Calculate Cost Yuri is selling coco pista pasands, an Indian dessert,
for $2.50 each. In order to make a profit, he has priced each coco pista
pasand at 100 percent higher than it cost him to make. How much did
it cost Yuri to make a recipe for 12 coco pista pasands?

778
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Real-World Skills
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12. Gina should choose the
steaming cooking method.
Stir-frying requires the addition of some oil, which adds
fat. Deep-frying means submerging food in oil, which
also adds fat. Steaming is a
fat-free cooking method.

12. Choosing a Cooking Method Gina is eating dinner at a Chinese restaurant. The
menu offers a variety of foods that may
be prepared using one of three common
Chinese cooking methods: stir-frying,
steaming, or deep-frying. Gina would like
to order bass, because it is nutritious, high
in protein, and low in fat. Which cooking
method should she choose to avoid adding
any additional fat to her fish?

Ingram Publishing/SuperStock
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13. Students’ ﬁndings will vary depending on the
terms researched. Suggest that students use
two separate Internet sources when ﬁnding the
meaning of each term to conﬁrm their accuracy.

12/19/14
Problem-Solving Skills
14. Pia should take her vegetarian date to the restaurant that specializes in Southern Indian cuisine, because Southern Indian cooking has more
vegetarian dishes than Northern Indian cooking,
in which main dishes often include meat.
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Academic Skills
Food Science
17. Steeping and Extraction Making a tea
infusion comes from extracting chemicals
from tea leaves into water by steeping. The
concentration of water soluble chemicals is
dependent on time and temperature.
Procedure Bring a pot of water to a boil.
Set up three Styrofoam cups, each with a
tea bag. Ladle in boiling water to each cup
until ¾ full. Remove the tea bag from one
cup after one minute. Remove the second
tea bag after three minutes and the third
after five minutes. Compare color, aroma,
and taste. Now add a squirt of lemon to
each, and compare.

Starting Hint Let s stand for the number of
student tickets sold. Then, the number of
regular tickets sold must equal (224 – s).
Solve for s in the equation ($2.50)(s) +
($5)(224 – s) = $775.

English Language Arts
19. Travel Advertisement Write a magazine
advertisement that will encourage readers to
travel to one of the countries mentioned in
the chapter. The advertisement should highlight the country’s cuisine and explain why it
is appealing for adventurous travelers.

Mathematics

READING COMPREHENSION

18. Food Fair Along with several of her classmates, Serena organized an Asian food fair
at her school, where students made and
shared a variety of Asian delicacies. Tickets
to the event cost $2.50 each for students,
and $5 each for everyone else. The event
was a success, with 224 people purchasing
tickets. If Serena collected a total of $775
from ticket sales, how many student tickets
were sold, and how many regular tickets
were sold?

Re-read the section about North and South
Korea on pages 774–775. Then select the best
answer to the question.
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Interpersonal and
Collaborative Skills
15. Posterboard displays will vary
depending on the country
researched. They should combine images and words to
educate others about various
aspects of the country. Use
each group’s posterboard to
create a wall display in the
classroom.
Financial Literacy Skills
16. The cost to make each coco
pista pasand is 100 percent
less than the selling cost, or
$1.25. Therefore, it cost Yuri
$15 to make a recipe for 12
coco pista pasands.
Food Science
17. Critical factors in making tea
include the type, size, and
quality of the tea leaves, the
type, quality, and temperature of the water, and the
infusion time.

STANDARDIZED
TEST PRACTICE

Distributive Property of
Multiplication Multiplying a sum by a
number is the equivalent of multiplying
each addend by that same number, and
then adding the two products. For example,
7(4 + 2) is the same as (7 × 4) + (7 × 2).
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Academic Skills

Analysis Write one or more paragraphs to
explain the effect of infusion time on the
tea strength. Include details about how each
sample looks, tastes, and smells.

Math Concept

CHAPTER

20. During bulgogi, what do diners dip their
slices of beef in after grilling it?
a. a hot pot
b. boiling water
c. hot pepper sauce
d. kimchi
Test-Taking Tip Before you answer a reading
comprehension question, closely read the text
to which the question refers. Some answers may
seem identical, but they contain subtle differences. Pay attention to every word.
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Mathematics
18. Starting with the equation
($2.50)(s) + ($5)(224 – s) =
$775, use the distributive
property to get ($2.50)s
+ $1120 – ($5)s = $775,
or $1120 – $775 = ($5)s
– ($2.50)s, or $345 = ($2.50)s,
or s = $345 ÷ $2.5 = 138.
Thus, 138 student tickets were
sold, and 224 – 138 = 86 regular tickets were sold.
English Language Arts
19. Advertisements will vary
based on the country chosen but should highlight the
country’s cuisine and explain
why it is appealing for adventurous travelers, and blend
images and words.

STANDARDIZED
TEST PRACTICE
Answer
20. c. hot pepper sauce
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